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Microsoft CEO Nadella visits D.C. to promote cloud products for 
federal use (web) 

Microsoft CEO courts 
federal cloud users (print)  
By Mohana Ravindranath 
December 9 at 6:30 PM 

Microsoft chief executive Satya Nadella came 
to Washington on Tuesday to promote the 
company’s new Internet cloud offerings, 
cleared for government use. 

The company announced that Microsoft Azure, 
a software platform on which customers can 
design, deploy and manage various 
applications, is publicly available after 
receiving certification under FedRAMP, a 
government-wide general security standard. 
Microsoft’s e-mail service, Office 365, 
secured FedRAMP authorization in November. 

Microsoft also announced that its software for managing customer relationships, Dynamics CRM Online for Government, will be 
available soon. 

The “Cloud” is what Virtual Adjacency was saying in 1982! 
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During a keynote panel at Microsoft’s Government Cloud Summit, Nadella acknowledged some early government customers: Texas 
uses Office 365 for e-mail communication, Alabama used Azure to host its Medicaid health information exchange, and other 
government groups use Azure to manage surveillance applications, he said. 

Trials with the government could help improve Microsoft’s cloud products for businesses, Nadella said, noting that “it’s the feedback 
cycle from the public sector that has helped us actually build our [commercial] business.” 

During the keynote, Nadella reprised a theme he had emphasized to a Washington audience in July: Microsoft is investing heavily in 
technology that will help users be more productive, such as e-mail applications, file sharing, video communication and project 
management. 

He cited Cortana, a virtual personal assistant; Delve, an Office 365 feature that enables managers to track what employees are working 
on and with whom they’re communicating; and Skype Translator, a video communication service that is said to be able to translate in 
real time. 

Nadella added that Microsoft is investing in technology that can be accessed on more devices, regardless of their operating system. 
“The multimodal, multi-device scenarios are important,” he said. 

The new government products place Microsoft in direct competition with cloud providers Amazon Web Services, whose GovCloud 
services have FedRAMP authorization, and Google, which offers apps including Gmail, Google Docs and others to government 
agencies, said Morningstar analyst Norman Young. (Amazon chief executive Jeffrey P. Bezos owns The Washington Post.) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


